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GET ON BOARD NOW
Put the pressure on in
the market-entry segment

PROFESSIONAL DATA MANAGEMENT
With Honeywell the Bridgestone tires now
roll faster and more efficiently

SCANNING-SPECIAL
TOP PRICES FOR
JARLTECH CUSTOMERS

Learn more in the Top Offers

A big highlight this year is again the exhibition
in Düsseldorf. EuroCIS and EuroShop again
attract thousands of visitors at the same time
to the retail event of the year. Naturally, you
will find the newly presented products of our
top vendors here in this issue of the Update.

WEB AND CLOUD-BASED
POS APPLICATIONS

Although it will not make an appearance in
Düsseldorf, an interesting new release for all
retailers, in my opinion, is the new receipt
printer T-25 from Metapace. It meets the
challenges at the POS eye-to-eye: a high
speed and reliable long-term printing at a
real introductory price. You will find all the
details here in this Update, and, of course,
in the Jarltech online shop – just like all the
other vendors.

As market leader in the POS printer industry, Epson is constantly thinking
up solutions which combine better service for customers with significant
cost benefits for retailers or restaurateurs. One solution is the intelligent
TM-i and TM-DT printer series.
• Direct print from a tablet PC or smartphone
• Direct communication with all HTML5 compatible web browsers
• Driverless print without a PC or server, independent of the platform
using the XML format (ePOS technology)

Epson TM-i concept

The application is run
on the web server

Access to the application via
browser using a PC/notebook/
iPad/iPhone etc.

Bar and kitchen
printers

Sending XML
to the TM-i

TM-i controls
other printers

WLAN router

Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,

Epson TM-DT concept

The application is run either
on the web server or directly
on the TM-DT printer.

Access to the application via
browser using a PC/notebook/
iPad/iPhone etc.

Sending and
receiving XML

Other
printers

Scanners

The year 2013 is history. More precisely, it
is an additional chapter in the Jarltech success story. The numbers are not yet official,
but everything points to a repeat in sales
increase exceeding 20% within the Jarltech
Group. Despite the fact that this is case
for the seventh time within eight years, the
satisfaction it brings is still high. After all, it
is increasingly difficult every year to keep the
percentage growth constant.

And speaking of vendors: last year we asked
our vendors to put on their chef's hat for
the second volume of the Jarltech Cookbook. Surely you have seen the pictures on
www.facebook.com/jarltech or, even better,
you already have your personal copy. To our
partners we extend our heartfelt thanks for
their energy and enthusiasm in the kitchen.
The result is a real culinary delight. If you do
not yet have a copy of the Jarltech Cookbook, please tell your sales representative.

TM-DT controls
other peripheral
devices

Contents

WLAN router

Cash drawer

Display

A New Game

Intelligent mode changes
with Datalogic's new stand

Get on Board Please

Optimized

Experience the perfect market
entry with the new Metapace
T-25 POS printer

Monitor

Cash drawer

At Bridgestone processes now
mature with Honeywell

Top Offers

New at Jarltech

Epson TM-DT concept – intelligent all-in-one
POS solution

• Local printing or printing from the cloud
• Control of other Epson POS printers and connected
cash drawers

• All in one: printer, peripheral controller and web server
• Windows POSReady, integrated SQL server, processor and
local memory (for local applications and backups)
• Control of other printers and numerous peripheral devices

Call your Jarltech customer service representative toll-free at
your usual number to learn more about offers in your country!

Epson TM-T88V-DT

Epson TM-T70II-DT

Scoop the market with
Jarltech's scanning special

Discover the iiyama
monitors with a
business touch

Epson TM-i concept – direct print from
mobile terminals

Epson TM-L90-i

Entertainment

Comics and Sudoku for your leisure time

Epson TM-P60II
Epson TM-P60II Peeler

www.epson.eu/isv

PRICELESS YET

AFFORDABLE

Contact:
0800 JARLTECH

+33 (0)1 40 86 44 10

0680 109861

+43 1 485 26 05 0

800 JARLTECH

+49 6081 600 0

+49 (0) 6081 600-200

800 033 330

+202 2516 4839

0800 876 6807

80 88 49 64

800 035702476

0800 JARLTECH

020-79 41 07

+966 11 2768080

0800 20 999

800 789251

+86 755 8355 0906

VERSATILE DESKTOP
TOUCH MONITOR
• Optimal price-performance ratio
• Optional POS peripherals
• Connection via DVI and VGA

Join the Conversation!
Stay in touch with us and visit us today on Facebook and Twitter.
Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or FOLLOW US on Twitter!

Source: Interconnection Consulting, 2010

GT17L

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com

Kicking off the year 2014

Epson TM-T70-i

“

With kind regards,

Market News

Epson TM-T88V-i

GLANCETRON

www.jarltech.com

MARKET
NEWS

Get on board now!
New Metapace T-25 receipt printer at a market-entry price
With the new POS printer T-25, Metapace addresses all of your
customers who are interested in top performance at an introductory price. The integrated USB and RS232 interfaces, as well
as the delivery in a complete package with power supply, USB
and cold device cable make the connection process for you as
easy as possible.

4-inch protrusion for wall-mounted products
when used with a compatible wall-mount.

Elo: enhanced desktop touchmonitors
The 1517L/1717L rev. B touchmonitors are
built to withstand the rigors of continuous
public use with a rugged »built for touch«
design. Their stylish, thin and modern look
is coupled with a retail-focused feature set
and is an attractive solution for commercial
touchmonitor needs. It is well suited for high
use public venues where point-of-sale, pointof-information, point-of-service, shelf-level
and countertop interactive digital signage
and loyalty systems are found.
The 1517L/1717L is
offered with AccuTouch five-wire resistive
technology, IntelliTouch
surface acoustic wave,
or iTouch zero-bezel
surface acoustic wave technology. The optional 3-track
magnetic stripe reader (MSR), programmable
to either HID or Keyboard Emulation, is
easily installed by the user, providing an
elegant, integrated solution and eliminating
the need for external brackets or attachments. The 1517L/1717L touchmonitors are
environmentally friendly, lightweight and use
less power with state-of-the-art LED backlights in the display panel.
5501L: Elo redefines interactivity
The 5501L Interactive Digital Signage display
combines an optical multi-touch touchscreen
with a professional-grade, large format display in a slim, integrated package. For retail,
hospitality, commercial real estate, education, corporate meeting rooms or lobbies
and other commercial applications, the large
wide-screen format offers a high-quality,
interactive canvas for attracting and engaging consumers. The 5501L offers system
integrators and value-added resellers (VARs)
a high performance solution that is easy to
deploy and maintain. With a total thickness
of 3.5" (89mm), the 5501L is compliant with
the ADA and IBC requirements of less than

With a 700 nit LED panel,
the 5501L is a bright, high
quality display suitable
for public environments.
The optical touchscreen
enables up to six simultaneous touches for multi-user interaction. This
touch technology offers a fast and extremely
sensitive response similar to the experience
on mobile devices and is compatible with
Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows 8 operating systems. Optional, high performance
computer modules are available which turn
the 5501L into a completely integrated allin-one computer – without the need for any
cables or additional mounting hardware.
www.elotouch.com

Save 20 euros with the Epson TM-T20
Epson is extending its special offer on the
POS printer TM-T20 by thirty days, until
31 March 2014. Benefit now until the end of
March from a 20 euro price reduction on this
beloved Epson model. The price is applicable
starting with the very first unit, so you save
more; the more you buy, the more you save!
This price savings is valid on all models with
an RS232 or USB interface. Jarltech has
already adjusted the price in the system
for you, so that you have direct
and continuous access to
the reduced price.
The TM-T20 is Epson's
market-entry model for sales
slip printing. It is affordable,
reliable and compact. With up to
150 mm per second it prints both 58 and 80
mm wide receipts. Additionally it is certified
with the Energy Star rating, which is given
to particularly energy-saving devices. The
power supply is integrated; also included
in the delivery is a bracket for space-saving
wall mounting.

Priceless yet affordable
Such a low price for such high quality! With
the Glancetron touch monitor 17L you have
everything under control: the 17" monitor with
integrated resistive touch display offers reliable touch and a high degree of expansion
potential on a small footprint. This makes
it flexibly usable in numerous applications
in retail, at restaurant counters, for maintenance, etc.
With its 17" (43.2 cm) display it
offers a large presentation area
for everything you have planned
for it. According to your needs
expand the functionality of
the Glancetron 17L easily with
optional peripheral devices. At
your disposal you will find a VFD
customer display, as well as a magnetic card
reader or finger-print reader. These practical
peripheral devices are directly fixed to the
monitor via the integrated USB hub, to save
you space. This greatly increases both the
functionality and areas of application of this
touch monitor. All modules may be retrofitted
easily on-site, to allow you to react quickly to
changing requirements and usage areas. The
USB hub additionally allows you to increase
the variety of applications, using additional
peripheral devices.
Its backlit LED display ensures for good
readability. The resolution of 1,280 x 1,024
pixels guarantees high picture sharpness at
all times. Its easy adjustability is especially
favored by changing users: from a nearly
completely vertical position (4˚ ) the 17L touch
monitor can be adjusted to be completely
horizontal. This way, you quickly and easily
accommodate differences in height and
possible screen reflections.
www.glancetron.com

T-25

Top-Features:

• Great price for great performance
• Receipt printing with up to 250 mm/sec.
• Complete package for
immediate start-up

The especially large paper roll for 10 cm rolls
minimizes the number of roll changes and
increases operation times. In short: a win-win
for both you and your customers!

+20 %
To those who are looking for more security and
flexible integration: the new Metapace T-3 offers
you a five-year warranty, a speed of 250 mm/sec.
and even Wi-Fi.

epson.jarltech.com

www.jarltech.com

www.jarltech.com

IT'S ALL TOUCH

IIYAMA TOUCHMONITORS
NOW AVAILABLE AT JARLTECH

Open Frame Monitors
Elegant touchmonitors for
mounting into kiosk solutions

Large Format Displays (LFD)
Large format displays with touchscreen
for Interactive Digital Signage

At a glance:
• Low prices, high quality

Desktop

• Screen sizes between 15 and 65"
• Powerful technologies for smooth touch

Robust models available in
eight sizes ranging from 15 to 27"
with innovative touch technologies

• Excellent service for more security
TOUCHMONITORS FOR EVERY APPLICATION

HANG IT HIGHER: MULTI-TOUCH AS A STANDARD

iiyama – the company stands for more than 40 years of experience in monitor development. With both their
products and their »Value for the money« motto, iiyama has secured itself a place among the leading international
touchscreen vendors.

The use of multi-touch applications is increasing, particularly in retail and entertainment services. With iiyama
touchmonitors you are optimally equipped, since iiyama places great value on high standards: most models offer
between two and ten independent touch points for a once-in-a-lifetime multi-touch experience. Some countries
also benefit from the included standard comprehensive service package, which ideally also covers on-site repairs
and on-site exchanges of defective monitors – without any additional cost!

Starting now, you additionally benefit at Jarltech from iiyama's extensive portfolio. You have access to the
complete spectrum of powerful touchmonitors – from desktop models to large format touchscreens for all types
of Interactive Digital Signage (IDS). But the best part for you is the price-performance ratio: excellent quality at an
attractive price.

www.jarltech.com

Learn more about your advantages from your sales representative!

www.jarltech.com

AUTOMATIC SWITCH
NEW, INTELLIGENT STAND FOR
THE QUICKSCAN

Operation
More flexibility and efficiency at the checkout

Announcing a change in technology

Datalogic has developed a stand for the QuickScan
QD2400 2D handheld scanners. What makes it
special: when you change from manual to presentation mode, it now occurs entirely automatically.
Once the area imager is placed in the stand, it switches to stationary scan mode. For your customers
this means no manual switching, no codes - just
plug into a stand and pass the goods through.
Greater efficiency will be hard to find.

With the new kit Datalogic also makes it
even easier for you to motivate your
customers to switch from 1D to
2D barcodes. The benefits of
working with 2D barcodes are
obvious: much larger amounts
of data can be encoded, and that
in a smaller area. And, of course,
area imagers like the QD2400 also read
all standard 1D barcodes. Imaging technology is the future, because the capacity of laser
scanners is limited and their days are numbered. The change is worthwhile for you as well,
because thousands of 1D scanners are still
waiting to be replaced!

Easier collecting - through presentation
The new feature extends the range of the handy
QuickScan. Particularly for the POS in retail, the
QD2400 is more interesting. It distinguishes itself
with a low acquisition cost, proven Datalogic quality and even 1D and 2D capture. As a kit it is now
for both manual as well as presentation modes
an absolutely fully-fledged solution. The QD2400
achieves even greater functionality and more flexibility than comparable scanners which detect only
linear barcodes.

Learn more about the QuickScan QD2400
and the new kit – directly from your
sales representative!

Efficiency

www.datalogic.com
www.jarltech.com

MOBILE SOLUTIONS




KEEP PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS
ROLLING AT BRIDGESTONE

Bridgestone Corporation is the world’s
largest manufacturer of tyres and rubber
products. With tyres critical to the safety
of drivers and passengers in the world’s
one billion plus vehicles, Bridgestone
takes its commitment to those using the
200 million fitted with its products extremely seriously.
Bridgestone’s company mission “Serving
Society with Superior Quality” requires all
parts of its business to deliver to the highest levels of performance and reliability.
Meeting this commitment, while keeping
the company as a competitive leader in
the global tyre market, requires stateof-the-art systems to monitor and control
production and logistics. Strict quality
control and full traceability are essential.
The product ID of every tyre needs to be
captured and stored, so that wherever it
is used it can always be traced back to
its origin.
Bridgestone’s huge plant in Burgos, Spain
manufactures vast quantities of tyres
every hour, requiring real-time visibility of
the production, storage and distribution
to optimise operations. For Bridgestone
to maintain its’ profitable and marketleading position, it needs to maximise
the availability of products to customers,
while minimising inventory across its
diverse range of products.
Warehouse Efficiency
Updating its warehouse forklifts with
Honeywell’s Thor VX8 mobile computers has helped Bridgestone to speed
up data handling, drive down error
rates and eliminate unnecessary forklift
mileage, saving time, cost and energy
consumption.
After evaluation against other
rugged vehicle-mounted computers, Bridgestone chose
to equip its forklifts with
Honeywell’s Thor VX8 mobile
computers. Deploying the

Thor VX8 has also helped the company
to improve the reliability of its inventory
management by facilitating faster and
more accurate tracking of products.
Further savings have come from more
efficient use of resources throughout the
production process.
Hands-Free Scanning
Bridgestone production workers
need to examine every tyre for
quality before capturing individual product IDs, a crucial
but time-consuming process.
By wearing Honeywell 8650
Bluetooth Ring Scanners on a
finger, employees now keep both hands
free for handling heavy and bulky tyres.
Data capture is achieved quickly, safely
and comfortably by simply pointing the
finger and scanner at the barcode.
Mobile Troubleshooting
Bridgestone’s business analysts and
managers are now able to monitor
and respond to business issues as
and when they arise, thanks to the
Honeywell Dolphin 7800 mobile computers. Whether in quality, stock control or
logistics, these powerful EDAs
(Enterprise Digital Assistants) allow Bridgestone’s
managers to access accurate
data in real-time and take advantage of photo and e-mail
functions for fast and effective problem solving.
The warehouse manager also uses
Honeywell’s rugged Marathon field
computer, which enables him to go into
the vast warehouse
and maintain contact
with mission-critical
applications in the
ERP system.

www.jarltech.com

Mobile Device Management
Managing all of an enterprise’s mobile
devices can be a complex, disruptive
and labour-intensive operation, especially
over an extensive site. By successfully
deploying Honeywell’s Remote Mastermind to manage its entire estate of
mobile devices, Bridgestone has been
able reduce IT workload, while spending
a fraction of the time previously required
for updates and diagnostics. Disruption
to users is also minimised as devices are
kept deployed in the field.
Remote Mastermind integrates security, remote management, configuration,
deployment, diagnostics and detailed
reporting in a centralised solution. Changing the configuration of hundreds of
devices can be handled centrally in just
a few mouse clicks, regardless of type
of device.
Conclusion
The range of Honeywell solutions deployed in different areas allows Bridgestone
to fulfil its mission: “Serving Society with
Superior Quality” by offering high performance, improved quality and efficiency,
error reduction and cost savings.
		 Overview:
		Client: Bridgestone
		 Country: Spain
		 Market: Manufacturing
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Put
your mobile
workforce
into overdrive.
Put
your mobile
workforce
into overdrive.

		Application: Inventory management, production control,
warehouse management and
IT Systems Support
		Product Solutions: Thor VX8,
Dolphin 7800, Marathon,
Bluetooth Ring Scanner and
Honeywell Remote

Interested
in the Dolphin
60s?
Interested
in the Dolphin
60s?







ELO TOUCH SOLUTIONS'

OMNICHANNEL PORTFOLIO
At EuroShop 2014, Elo Touch Solutions (Elo), the original inventor of
touch screen technology, exhibits a broad portfolio of offerings to
help retailers accelerate their omnichannel initiatives. Elo’s omnichannel platforms include the Elo Tablet, all-in-one touchcomputers, interactive digital signage, open-frame touch kiosk displays and desktop
touchmonitors. These platforms enable mobile point of service, point

TOP
OFFERS
JARLTECH SCANNER SPECIAL

of sale, virtual wardrobe, in-store kiosks, wayfinding directories and
other applications that improve the shopper experience while arming
the retail associate with the same online resources available to the
consumer at the point of decision.

Latest Elo products on display at EuroShop
Metapace S-22

Metapace S-3
»Mobile linear imager for all 1D codes«
• Cost-effective 1D linear imager with radio transmission
• Large range of motion: up to 15 m radius
• Triple feedback: optic, acoustic and vibration

1517L / 1717L

Retail Tablet

Interactive Digital Signage

Elo’s brand new 1517L and 1717L rev. B
desktop touchmonitors feature a sleek and
thin design with built-for-touch reliability,
suitable for any Point-of-Sale and Pointof-Information environment. The family of
15-inch and 17-inch touchmonitors offers
a choice of zero-bezel or standard bezel
design, touch technology adapted to the
application requirements and environment, and installation flexibility with the
option of desktop, pole- and wall-mount.

The Elo Tablet helps retailers enhance their
customer experience and drive sales efficiency through a point-of-service (POS) and
point-of-information (POI) platform that is
portable, intuitive, reliable and secure. Millions of real-life retail installations all over the
world have helped Elo develop unique insight
for this next generation of touch computing
innovation that is Elo reliable, Windows compatible and retail-ready.

The latest addition to the Interactive
Digital Signage (IDS) portfolio, the 5501L,
is a thin (less than 4 inches mounted)
and bright (700 lumens) 55-inch display,
available with optical touch technology that
enables up to six simultaneous touches
for multi-user interaction. The new display
features tempered pure glass to deliver
industry-leading brightness while ensuring a
long life of reliable performance in any
public location.

Next to these novelties, Elo will be showcasing the range of all-in-one touchcomputers in
sizes from 15-inch to 22-inch, for POS systems and tabletop information points, open-frame
touchmonitors for kiosk integration and a selection of desktop touchmonitors in sizes up to
22-inch.

Metapace S-62

»Mobile 2D barcode reader with a wide range«
• Wireless area imager for all common 1D and 2D barcodes
• Large flexibility via Bluetooth with up to 90 m range
• Usable in handheld or presentation mode

»Competitively priced imager«

Metapace S-61

• Multi-faceted 2D area imager
at a great price

»Low-priced handheld
laser scanner«

• Captures all common 1D, 2D, postal
and stacked codes

• Versatile laser scanner for
all 1D barcodes

• Versatile: handheld and presentation modes

• Extraordinarily good value
for the money

Hall C702

• Powerful laser engine for
high throughput

Booth 70

Offers valid until 31 March 2014
while supplies last.

www.jarltech.com

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and without guarantee.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and omissions excepted.

www.jarltech.com
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Motorola TC55
Business with a personal touch

CL-S700 Series

Now more attractive in
an Ethernet bundle
WATCH OUT:

CL-S700
Compatible and
competitive like
no other

falling prices!

Re-discover the business world with the Motorola TC55 touch computer. On the
outside the TC55 is a smartphone; on the inside a powerful mobile computer
based on a highly developed Android. It features the most modern technology,
integrated data capture functions, as well as the user-friendliness of beloved
day-to-day devices. This way, you do not need to choose between great design
and high performance.

• Industrial label printer with
a high proﬁt margin
• For direct thermal or
thermal transfer printing
• Integrated cross-emulation:
ZPL and Datamax
• Max. print speed: 254 mm/sec.

www.motorolasolutions.com

Mettinger Straße 11

•

D-73728 Esslingen Germany

•

www.citizen-europe.com

MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the stylized M logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license.
Android is a trademark of Google, Inc. The Bluetooth trademarks are the property of their owners and are used by Motorola under license. All other trademarks are the property
of their respective owners. ©2014 Motorola Solutions. All rights reserved.

ADVANCING THE
ADOPTION OF RFID
WITH ZEBRA ZD500R
Introducing the RFID printer of choice
• Easy to use Offers simple printing and encoding, effortless loading and automatic RFID calibration
• Increased value Lower cost, higher value UHF RFID printer with lower media costs , fewer roll
changes and total lower cost of ownership
• Supports UHF RFID labels and tags from small, item-level hand tags to large case and pallet labels
• Link OS enabled Easy to integrate, manage and maintain
Integrators and business owners are driving the acceleration of new standards in item-level tagging
applications to improve processes and profit margins.UHF RFID printing offers the ideal solution.
By encoding data into an RFID tag – a smart label or wristband - the movement of people, items
or assets through the supply chain can be identified quickly from source to store or the point of
supply. Widespread adoption has been held up because most RFID printers can be difficult to
operate, while others are too large or expensive to be of any use. The Zebra ZD500R™ is different.
Small, easy-to-operate and cost-effective, it will fast become the RFID printer of choice.

ZEBRA® ZD500R PRINTERS
Find out more at zebra.jarltech.com
©2014 ZIH Corp. All product names and numbers are Zebra trademarks, and Zebra and representation of Zebra Head are
registered trademarks of ZIH Corp. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

